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Part C 
High-dimensional parameter inference

Will follow the “Fitting a line to data” tutorial notebook. 

1. Basics of parameter estimation 

2. Standard sampling methods 

3. High-dimensional inference methods 

4. Astronomical applications



Fitting a line to data

‣ See notebook! Stop at gridding. 

‣ Full link: https://github.com/ixkael/Prob-tools/blob/
master/notebooks/Fitting%20a%20line%20to
%20data%20-%20a%20full%20tutorial.ipynb 

‣ Shorter link: https://goo.gl/os7KhA 

mostly following Hogg, Bovy & Lang (arXiv:1008.4686)



Gridding
‣ Evaluate the posterior distribution of interest on a grid! 
‣ Requires some knowledge about the solution since range 

and resolution need to be fixed. 
‣ Should always be the default option if you can afford it. 

But scales horribly with number of dimensions!



Sampling posterior distributions
‣ Approximate posterior distribution with set of samples  
‣ To first order, we can histogram/KDE them to visualize 

the posterior distribution of interest 
‣ But we should always keep, re-use all of the samples…

Here: rejection 
sampling





Rejection sampling, Metropolis-Hastings

‣ See tutorial notebook.



Beyond vanilla inference methods

‣ Standard MCMC methods will only work for: 
- small number of dimensions (<20) 
- uni-modal solutions, with no strong degeneracies 
- fast likelihood functions (<1s)  

‣ With increasing number of dimensions, standard 
MCMC methods are increasingly inefficient & difficult 
to validate. You can use them, but you shouldn’t! 

‣ Dedicated techniques exist for difficult cases… but  
there is no general solution for parameter inference



There is no unique / general / black-box  
solution for parameter inference. 

Choice of method is always model- & data-dependent. 

In many cases, it requires expert knowledge about the 
problem, and trial-and-error, with incrementally more 
robust and stable results.

! Warning !



High-dimensional inference

Three typical solutions: 

‣ Numerical marginalization of latent parameters. 

‣ MCMC: typically a form of HMC, exploiting gradients 
to efficiently sample many dimensions.  

‣ Variational Inference: approximate the full posterior 
distribution (lower bound on KL div). Reliable and 
efficient in the Big Data / “empirical Bayes” regime. 

Multi-modal high-dim inference is basically intractable…



Let’s play

https://chi-feng.github.io/mcmc-demo/app.html 



Big Data and empirical Bayes
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If I have enough data,  
𝛼 will be quickly constrained. 
xi’s will be constrained by 𝛼 too. 

Empirical Bayes: each datum 
has negligible contribution to 𝛼.  
Thus one can “reuse” the data. 

p(x|𝛼, …) can be approximated 

We can probably do 
approximate inference!



Fitting a line with x and y errors

‣ See notebook.



Multi-modal solutions

‣ Example and python notebook at ixkael.github.io  
(Efficiently sampling mixture models - exploration and 
comparison of methods) 

‣ Can arise in many problems/models, especially with 
low signal-to-noise data. 

‣ Guaranteed to arise with mixture models!



Resources
‣ To go further:  

- Fitting a line: Hogg, Bovy & Lang (arXiv:1008.4686) 
- HMC: Neal's book chapter (arXiv:1206.1901), 
    M. Betancourt’s work, & the Stan documentation.  
- MCMC: github.com/davidwhogg/mcmc 
- Variational inference: D. Blei’s papers and lectures.  
- Everything: there are many good tutorials online! 

‣ Important topics we did not cover: 
- Model comparison with Bayes factors 
- Trans-dimensional MCMC 
- Likelihood-free inference and implicit models



My favorite software packages

‣ Low-dimensional MCMC: 
- emcee: best for most low-dimensional problems  

‣ High-dimensional MCMC: 
- stan: generic modeling tool with efficient methods 

‣ Multimodal solutions or evidence calculations:  
- PolyChord (MultiNest++): most efficient/flexible 
- DNest: less efficient; works for transdimensional



Let’s play

https://chi-feng.github.io/mcmc-demo/app.html 



Part D 
Connections to machine learning

1. Neural networks 

2. Deep networks 

3. Training networks like Bayesian models 

4. Solving Bayesian models like networks 

5. Latest advances



Disclaimer: astronomers often use ML wrong

‣ Machine learning is good for  
- high-dimensional data exploration 
- emulation of slow deterministic calculations 
  (massiverly under-used in astronomy!) 
- regression/classification with no physical models 

‣ Machine learning is bad for fitting/describing data 
when physical models and priors are available!  
Hard to capture uncertainties & encode physics in ML. 

‣ Typical good use of ML: emulate a likelihood function 
within a Bayesian parameter inference procedure.



Let us forget about Bayesian networks for a moment…



Neural Networks (NNs)
NN = a cascade of (non-linear) transforms of the data.

Source: https://goo.gl/UNE5EN



NN regression/classification

‣ Setup: training set with inputs xi’s and outputs yi’s. 
Goal: for a new set of inputs, predict the ouputs!  
Model: NN with a set of weights/coefficients wi’s 
Outputs could be classes (regression vs classifcation)  

‣ Note: no notion of noise! Difficult to encode in ML… 

‣ Training = changing the weights to improve the model 
predictions on training set (+ cross-validation, etc) 

‣ NNs have fast gradient-based optimization methods



NNs as Bayesian network

‣ A NN is already a graph!  

‣ Can write posterior distribution p({wi}|{xi, yi}training) 

‣ Fully Bayesian interpretations & usage of NNs exist. 

‣ But NNs are flexible models with many parameters, 
local minima, degeneracies, etc. MCMC impossible.  
Most Bayesian methods useless (except VI…) 

‣ Fast optimization methods will find local minima.



Source: https://goo.gl/53SyXA



Let’s play

http://playground.tensorflow.org 



Deep networks
NNs: the deeper the better! More flexibility and 
representation power. But harder to train.



Convolution networks
Transfer function is now a convolution.  
Weights/parameters are the convolution kernel. 
Work well on images because of translation properties.

Source: https://goo.gl/KX2jGs



Ingredients of modern networks
‣ Fully-connected NN layers 
‣ Non-linear layers: max pooling, ReLu, etc 
‣ Convolution layers 
‣ Hyperparameters (shared or not, trained or not)

Source: https://goo.gl/YDnD0r



Let’s play!

Source: http://scs.ryerson.ca/~aharley/vis/conv/ 



‣ Two sources of errors: observational (input noise), 
and modelling (uncertainties in latent parameters). 

‣ By default, NNs don’t support any of those. 

‣ NNs typically overfit the training data,  
unless a fraction is used for validation. 

‣ Typical ways of including errors:  
- training on batches of data with noise realizations.  
- dropout: randomly droping pixels in the network.

Overfitting, dropout, marginalization



Recent developments

‣ Revolution in performance and breadth of applications. 

‣ Open questions:  
- how to pick NN architecture?  
- why do some architectures typically work better?  
- why do batch training and dropout work? 

‣ Fast progress on theoretical understanding of these 
issues thanks to Bayesian interpretation of NNs as 
hierarchical models, projected onto Gaussian Processes.



Autoencoder
Just a special type of NN, with a ‘bottleneck’ layer.  
Very good for dimensionality reduction.

http://vdumoulin.github.io/morphing_faces/online_demo.html 

Large NN Large NN



Adversarial training

‣ Train not *one* network, but *two*! 
The first to generate simulated data. 
The second to distinguish real from simulated data. 

‣ If you train them well (which is HARD) you obtain:  
1) a fast forward model that generates realistic 
simulations (i.e. an emulator or a likelihood function!)  
2) a fast classifier, potentially also estimating other 
properties depending on the type of training you used.



github.com/carpedm20/DCGAN-tensorflow

Fun with GANs: vector arithmetic

Thanks to forward model with dimensionality reduction via autoencoder



Fifty shades of GANs
Different architecture for different goals (regression, 
classification, conditioning on inputs, etc),  
and marginalization of uncertainties

Source: github.com/hwalsuklee/tensorflow-generative-model-collections

and many others!



Further notes about GANs

‣ Active, fascinating topic, really at the center of the 
deep learning revolution. 

‣ Fast theoretical + experimental progress, but many 
computational challenges and obstacles left. 

‣ Not the ultimate machine learning algorithm - just a 
better way to train and use Neural Networks! 

‣ New bridge between ‘physical’ hierarchical Bayesian 
models and machine learning, and inference methods.



Resources

‣ To go further:  
- http://deeplearning.net/demos  
- https://www.deeplearning.ai 
- Google’s tensorflow  
- Works of D. Blei and Y. Gal 

‣ Other important topics we did not cover: 
- how to correctly use NNs in practice 
- how to encode physics in ML algorithms



Take away messages

‣ Bayesian Hierarchical Models and their graphs are useful. 
They force you to state and critically look at all of your 
modelling assumptions, priors, approximations, etc. 

‣ High-dimensional parameter inference is possible, and 
delivers strong, interpretable results on large data sets.  
Hierarchical shrinkage of uncertainties is powerful. 

‣ BHMs help interpret and correctly use machine learning. 


